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 The Shchastny File: Trotsky
 and the Case of the Hero of
 the Baltic Fleet

 ALEXANDER RABINOWITCH

 One of the most sensational and illuminating yet little known judicial episodes in

 early Soviet history is the case of Aleksei Mikhailovich Shchastny, so-called admiral of

 the Baltic Fleet, who was arrested by Lev Trotsky and summarily tried, convicted, and

 executed in June 1918 for conspiring to overthrow Soviet power. The Shchastny file, a

 recently declassified top-secret Cheka criminal case file in the Archive of the Russian

 Federal Security Service for St. Petersburg and the St. Petersburg region, documents this

 episode in vivid detail.' While making it possible to reconstruct the dynamics of the

 Shchastny case, the file, some 362 pages long, also sheds light on broader issues such as

 Trotsky's political and military leadership; complexities in the outlook, employment, and

 situation of military specialists; the Soviet-German relationship in the aftermath of the

 Treaty of Brest-Litovsk; the centralizing of state power in Moscow and resulting tensions

 between Moscow and Petrograd; early politicization of the Soviet judicial system; and

 political instability in the Petrograd region in the spring and early summer of 1918.

 Captain First Rank Shchastny was commander of the Russian Baltic Fleet. Named to

 that position temporarily on 20 March 1918, after the arrest of Admiral A. V. Razvozov,

 who had refused to recognize the authority of the Soviet government, Shchastny was

 confirmed in the post by the Council of People's Commissars (Sovnarkom) on 5 April.2 It

 bears noting that Trotsky, then commissar for war and the navy, supported the appoint-

 ment and that Shchastny accepted it reluctantly. As he later explained, "I felt a moral

 obligation to try to save the fleet, which I had served for twenty years, survived Port

 Arthur with, and worked to rebuild."3

 Born in Zhitomir in 1881, the son of a general in the Imperial army, Shchastny gradu-

 ated with honors from the Kiev Military Academy and the prestigious Naval Academy in

 St. Petersburg. The February 1917 revolution found him in Helsingfors (Helsinki), where

 'Arkhiv Upravleniia Federal'noi sluzhby bezopasnosti Rossii po Sankt-Peterburgu i oblasti, ugolovnoe delo
 no-3614 (hereafter Shchastny file).

 2Rossiiskii Tsentr Khraneniia i Izucheniia Dokumentov Noveishei Istorii (RTsKhIDNI), Moscow, f. 19, op. 1,

 d. 89,1. 2.

 3Za,-ia Ross/i, 22 June 1918, 3.

 The Russian Review 58 (October 1999): 615-34

 Copyright 1999 7he Russian Review
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 616 A lexander Rabinowitch

 he had been arrested by vengeful sailors intent on "settling scores" with naval officers.

 When it became clear that Shchastny welcomed the revolution, he was allowed to return

 to duty.4 In the spring of 1917, Shchastny was reportedly active in a moderate socialist

 organization of naval officers in the Helsingfors Soviet of Army, Fleet, and Workers Depu-

 ties.5 As a Russian patriot to whom the fate of the Baltic Fleet was especially dear, he was

 alarmed by the subsequent slide leftward of Baltic Fleet sailors that led to their support of

 anarchists, Left SRs, and Bolsheviks, and the defeat of the Provisional Government in

 October. Nonetheless, respected for his professionalism, strength of will, devotion to

 duty, and steadiness under pressure, Shchastny accommodated himself to the radical changes

 in the administration of the fleet wrought by the February and October revolutions-in

 particular to the important role of elected sailor committees. Keeping to himself what-

 ever reservations he may have had about the committee system, he used it effectively to

 build support for his policies. As fleet commander he rarely made a major decision with-

 out first discussing and obtaining approval from the Council of Baltic Fleet Commissars

 (Sovkombalt) and the Council of Baltic Fleet Flag Officers.6 Moreover, he developed a

 close, fruitful working relationship with the popular, independent chief commissar of the

 Baltic Fleet, Evgenii Blokhin.

 ADMINISTRATION OF THE BALTIC FLEET

 Shchastny's appointment as fleet commander coincided with changes in the administra-

 tive structure of the Baltic Fleet proposed by Trotsky, who acknowledged that in the short

 run, neither the new Red Army nor Red Fleet could operate successfully without the

 technical expertise of higher ranking officers from the old Imperial armed forces (the

 "military specialists" or spetsy). According to "Provisional Regulations on Administra-

 tion of the Baltic Fleet" adopted by Sovnarkom in Moscow on 29 March, and supplemen-

 tal "Instructions on the Relationship Between the Fleet Commander and Chief Commis-

 sar" issued the same day by Trotsky, the fleet commander was given wide latitude and

 endowed with ultimate responsibility for all military operations. However, he was to stay

 out of political issues, which were to be the exclusive preserve of the chief commissar.

 The latter would serve as watchdog over the fleet commander but not interfere in military

 operations. Both the fleet commander and the chief commissar were to be appointed by

 Sovnarkom. Sovkombalt, like the Council of Baltic Fleet Flag Officers, was to become

 strictly advisory.7

 4Anak*hila, 29 May 1918, 2.

 'V. V. Petrash, MorhakikiBaitliskogoflota v bor'be zaipobedit Oktiabbria (Moscow-Leningrad, 1962), 91.
 6CoMposed of Bolsheviks, Left SRs, Anarchists, and individuals with no party affiliation elected as political

 commissars by naval units and ship crews, Sovkombalt replaced the Central Committee of the Baltic Fleet on

 March 3, 1918, in connection with the establishment of the "Red Fleet." Initially, it was headed by an elected chief

 commissar and had broad, if ill-defined authority. The Council of Baltic Fleet Flag Officers, made up of flag

 officers or their representatives, was an advisory body first formed by Shchastny and convened at the discretion of

 the fleet commander.

 7For the text of the "Provisional Regulations" as passed by Sovnarkom see Gosudarstvennyi arkhiv Rossiiskoi

 federatsii (GARF), Moscow, f. 130, op. 2, d. 132, 11. 11-13. For Trotsky's "Instructions" see "Dokumenty po
 istorii Chernomorskogo flota (v marte-iiune 1918g.)," Arkhi'v russXkoi revoliutsii 14 (1924): 223-24.
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 The Shc/iastny File 617

 These proposed changes aimed to reverse democratic practices that the Bolsheviks

 had fostered in the navy during the first stage of the revolution and to centralize ultimate

 authority over the fleet in Moscow. However, they were unrealistic. Major operational

 matters were intertwined with political issues, and democratic practices had advanced too

 far to be erased at once by fiat. Also, as a practical matter, the Bolsheviks did not have a

 majority in Sovkombalt.

 Shchastny recognized these realities. He responded to the provisional directives by

 drafting a counterproposal which was duly endorsed by Sovkombalt. Among other things,

 Shchastny's proposal preserved the elective principle in the selection of commissars, stipu-

 lated that the chief commissar was subject to cozfirmnaftioiz rather than appointment by
 Moscow, and, blurring distinctions between the responsibilities of commanders and com-

 missars, placed ultimate authority in the hands of the former.' In April and May, Sovkombalt

 ignored Moscow's provisional directives, and Shchastny's close collaboration with Blokhin

 and Sovkombalt on all important matters continued. For example, on 28 April, after

 receiving notice that Kronstadt Bolshevik Ivan Flerovsky was to replace Blokhin,

 Sovkombalt, with Shchastny's strong endorsement, rejected the appointment.9

 THE "ICE MARCIP'

 Shchastny first captured nationwide attention at the end of February 1918 when, as chief

 of staff of the Baltic Fleet, he coordinated the transfer of sixty-two ships from Revel

 (Tallinn) across the frozen waters of the Gulf of Finland to the Baltic Fleet's main base in

 Helsingfors-to prevent their seizure by German forces then sweeping through Estonia.

 However, this achievement was soon overshadowed by what Shchastny accomplished in

 mid-March and April, when the imminent occupation of Helsingfors by German and Finnish

 White forces threatened the bulk of the Baltic Fleet. Article VI of the Brest Treaty specifi-

 cally obligated the Soviet government to immediately clear Finland and the Aaland is-

 lands of Russian troops and Red Guards, and Finnish ports of Russian naval ships and

 forces. This article also stipulated that "while ice prevented Russian naval vessels from

 moving to Russian ports, only negligible crews were to remain aboard them."10 Leaving

 the Baltic Fleet in Helsingfors, disarmed and undefended, virtually insured its seizure by

 the Germans. I I

 On 20 March, on the eve of Shchastny's selection as fleet commmander, the Naval

 General Staff issued instructions to move from Helsingfors to Kronstadt as many ships as

 could make it through the thick ice and to prepare the entire fleet for possible demolition.

 However distasteful to Shchastny, the latter directive was duly implemented. Detailed

 8Shchastny file, 1. 41.

 91bid., 11. 48, 128, 139.

 '0Ministerstvo inostrannykh del SSSR, Ministerstvo inostrannykh del GDR, Sovetsko-Gelmaiiskie otnosheizia.:
 Otpeiegovoiov v Bivsle-Litovske dopodpiranimi Rapa//'skogo dogovoia, 2 vols. (Moscow, 1968-71), 1:368.

 "In late February, Rear Admiral Adolf von Trotha, chief of the High Sea Fleet, reportedly insisted that "the
 future of the [Russian] Baltic Fleet is vital to the future of the [German] Navy," and demanded that it be seized as
 "war booty." See Holger H. Herwig, "German Policy in the Eastern Baltic Sea in 1918: Expansion orAnti-Bolshe-
 vik Crusade?" Slavic Review 32 (Spring 1973): 342.
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 618 Alexander Rabinowitch

 instructions and requisite explosives were issued and put in place on all ships."2 Three

 weeks later, the German government gave the Russian government until 12 April to com-

 ply with its obligations in regard to the Baltic Fleet or face the consequences. Shchastny

 was now instructed by the Commissariat for Naval Affairs to disarm all ships of the fleet

 still in Helsingfors on 11 April. At the same time, he was authorized to continue moving

 as many of them as possible to Kronstadt.13

 Between 12 and 17 March, even before Germany's ultimatum was received in Mos-

 cow, Shchastny had superintended the transfer to Kronstadt of several battleships and

 cruisers, including the biggest dreadnoughts in the fleet. The ships could move only

 during daylight, and each morning ice breakers had to work them free. As a result, the

 180-nautical-mile trip, normally an eight- to nine-hour cruise, took nearly a week. This

 unprecedented journey, the first stage of the celebrated "Ice March of the Baltic Fleet,"

 led by Shchastny, was further hampered by the fact that transfers and demobilization had

 sharply reduced ships' crews. On 5 April, a second convoy of ships departed Helsingfors.

 A third convoy, by far the largest, left there on 7 April, and the final convoy departed at

 noon on the 1 Ith-just as German and Finnish White forces entered the port city.

 Besides having to maneuver through narrow channels close to the shoreline where

 the ice was still solid, these last convoys came under fire from Finnish coastal batteries.

 The heavy concentration of ships caused entanglements, which further slowed their progress.

 Nonetheless, by the end of April, the core of the fleet, over two hundred vessels, had made

 it safely to Kronstadt.14 Here, the majority of the ships dropped anchor. However, some

 were deployed at the mouth of the Neva, off Petrograd. With Trotsky's permission, oth-

 ers, including a large mine-laying flotilla, were moved slowly through the Neva bridges

 into the heart of the former capital, in the expectation that they would soon be taken up-

 river to Lake Ladoga.15 Following this feat, Shchastny was hailed as the "savior of the

 Baltic Fleet." The Russian public and Trotsky himself dubbed him "admiral," although he

 was still a captain first rank. Shchastny was now a national hero.

 THE CRISIS OVER FORT INO

 The "Ice March," however sensational, did not significantly reduce the military threat to

 the Baltic Fleet, Kronstadt, or Petrograd. The German navy controlled the Gulf of Fin-

 land, which was rapidly becoming fully navigable. More ominously, German military

 forces, allied with Finnish Whites, were acting with increasing belligerence. The most

 '2Shchastny file, 1. 50; A. L. Fraiman, ed., Baltliskie morbiaki v bor'be za vlast'sovelov 'noiabr'1917-dekabr'

 1918) (Leningrad, 1968), 51, 126, 131.

 '3A. K. Drezen, ed., Batilsk/ilot v Oktiabrs-oirevoliutsii igrazhdanskoi voine (Leningrad, 1932), 81.

 '4Rossiiskii gosudarstvennyi arkhiv Voenno-morskogo flota (RGA VMF), St. Petersburg, f. r-92, op. 1, d. 135,

 11. 27-30; P. Stasevich, "Ledovyi pokhod Baltiiskogo flota," in Oktiabr'skis1zkval(Leningrad, 1927),129-44; A.

 I. Muranov, V. E. Zviagintsev, Dos'e na marshaza.-l z istoriizak/yik/h sudebnyk/zprotsessov (Moscow, 1996), 14-

 78.

 15A proposal by Shchastny to move ships of the fleet to Lake Ladoga was enthusiastically approved by Trotsky

 on 22 April (Shchastny file, 1. 55).
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 The Shchasty Eike 619

 significant and revealing incident in a series of threatening enemy moves in the Baltic at

 this time involved the fate of Fort Ino.

 Located on the Finnish coast slightly northeast of Petrograd, Fort Ino was built shortly

 before World War I as part of a system of naval fortifications for the defense of Petrograd.

 In the aftermath of Brest, Germany's control of the Gulf of Finland, occupation of Esto-

 nia, and domination of Finland put these fortifications, and Petrograd itself, in immediate

 peril. By the third week of April 1918, the coast adjoining Fort Ino was occupied by

 Finnish White forces, and on 24 April the Finns, commanded by German officers, de-

 manded its surrender.16

 This news triggered war fever in Petrograd. Participants in an emergency meeting of

 the Petrograd Sovnarkom on 25 April vowed to "defend Fort Ino whatever the cost.""7

 Simultaneously, the Executive Committee of the Petrograd Soviet ordered district soviets

 and trade unions to provide workers between the ages of 18 and 40 capable of fighting; the

 Military Section of the Petrograd Soviet and the Executive Committee of the Petrograd

 Provincial Soviet put all forces at their disposal on highest alert; and the Military Section

 of the Kronstadt Soviet ordered the deployment of ships and detachments of sailors to

 defend Ino. Endorsing this order, Shchastny declared that "Fort Ino cannot be surren-

 dered and must be defended from attacks of any kind."18

 It is noteworthy that Fort Ino was not mentioned at meetings of the Bolshevik Peters-

 burg Committee on 26 and 30 April. This was a time of transition for the Petersburg

 Committee, as the party organization left matters of government to the Petrograd Soviet.19

 However, in its 26 April issue, Petrogradskaia pravda, reflecting the position of the
 Petrograd Soviet's Bolshevik majority, announced that the Brest "breathing space" was

 nearing an end-that the Soviet government could make no further concessions to Ger-

 many-and that a decisive struggle for Petrograd's survival was at hand.20

 If Bolshevik authorities in Petrograd (not to speak of Shchastny and his colleagues in

 the Baltic Fleet) were determined to defend Fort Ino even if it meant the renewal of

 hostilities, Lenin and Trotsky did not share their views. Late on the 24th, Shchastny was

 summoned to Moscow to report on the condition of the Baltic Fleet and on the growing

 crisis over Fort Ino to Trotsky and other military leaders who were concerned not to let the

 intensification of friction in the region escalate into the resumption of full-scale war with

 Germany.

 At a meeting with Trotsky and the Supreme Military Council on 25 April, Shchastny

 reported on the Baltic Fleet and on the defense of Petrograd. No record of this meeting or

 of Shchastny's report has come to light. However, the substance of his remarks can be

 inferred from discussion points that Shchastny formulated on 15 April and references in

 '6RGAVMF, f. r-52, op. 5, d. 1, 1. 44.

 '7Tsentral'nyi gosudarstvennyi arkhiv g. S.-Peterburga (TsGA SPb), f. 144, op. 1, d. 1, 1. 41.

 '8Ibid., 1.41, f. 47, op. 1, d. 42,1.93, f. 9618, op. 1, d. 240,1.99, and f. 1000, op. 79, d. 12,11.48-48ob.; Fraiman,

 Baltiiskie moriakl, 143; Drezen, BaltliLifloki 1 1 4.
 '90n this point see my "The Evolution of Local Soviets in Petrograd, November-June 1918: The Case of the

 First City District Soviet," Slavic Review 46 (Winter 1987): 27-29.

 20Tsentral'nyi gosudarstvennyi arkhiv istoriko-politicheskikh dokumentov g. S.-Peterburga (TsGAIPD SPb), f.

 4000, op. 4, d. 814, 11. 108-11; Petrogradskaiapravda, 26 April 1918, 1.
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 620 A lexander Rabin'owitc/

 various documents in the Shchastny file. The paramount importance of preserving the

 Baltic Fleet and such installations as Fort Ino in order to reassert Russia's national strength

 and to restore her traditional power in the Baltic after the war was central to Shchastny's

 thinking at this time, and it is probable that he emphasized this point in his report. It is

 likely that he also stressed the value of restoring national unity and manifesting what he

 referred to in his discussion notes as "extreme [Russian] chauvinism" if the government

 intended to defend Petrograd. Finally, he opposed the appointment of Flerovsky as chief

 commissar of the Baltic Fleet.21

 Of the members of the Supreme Military Council and spelsy present at this meeting,
 only Aleksei Shvarts and perhaps Mikhail Bonch-Bruevich, chief military specialists for

 the defense of Petrograd and for the Supreme Military Council respectively, sympathized

 with Shchastny's "chauvinism." Taking their cues from Lenin, the rest of the participants,

 led by Trotsky, conveyed their anxieties about the situation in the Baltic and ordered

 Shchastny to do whatever was necessary to defuse the crisis around Fort Ino. In response,

 Shchastny telegraphed his chief of staff (Captain First Rank Mikhail Petrov) to take mea-

 sures to end the emergency peacefully because, as Shchastny put it, "Sovnarkom doesn't

 want to risk hostilities with the Germans over Ino.

 Trotsky, for one, also stressed the importance of negotiating demarcation lines in the

 Gulf of Finland with German authorities in Finland to avoid unnecessary friction. Since

 Shchastny had voiced skepticism about the practical value of negotiations with German

 commanders in the field, he was given written instructions to make contact with the Ger-

 man naval command in the Baltic and with leaders of Finnish White forces, in order to

 establish provisional demarcation lines without delay.23 Despite his misgivings, upon his

 return from Moscow he took immediate steps to comply.24

 Additionally, the Supreme Military Council sought assurance from Shchastny that

 everything was still in place to blow up the fleet if this was necessary to prevent it from

 falling into German hands. Here Shchastny was candid about the negative impact of high

 attrition rates among veteran naval personnel and about deepening demoralization of re-

 maining crews, implying that at the critical moment, it could not be said with absolute

 certainty that they would obey orders to destroy their ships.25 However, there is no evi-

 dence that Shchastny objected to demolition of ships and naval installations in the event

 that all avenues for sparing them had been exhausted. To the contrary, he is on record as

 supporting such a step if the fleet could not be saved for Russia, and he had in fact made

 preparations for the fleet's demolition while it was still in Helsingfors.26

 Late on 25 April, while the Supreme Military Council was meeting with Shchastny,

 a message was received from Petrov warning that a clash over Fort Ino was imminent.

 2"Shchastny file, 11. 33-35, 89, 283-86.

 22Fraiman, Baltiiskie mo-iak/, 145.

 23Shchastny file, 1. 50; Drezen, Bal/iisklifot, 80.

 24Shchastny file, 11. 29, 49, 53-54, 141, 157. Vasilii Al'tfater, deputy naval chief of staff, informed Trotsky of

 Shchastny's efforts on 7 May, specifically noting that a proposal about demarcation lines had been presented to the

 German Command in Helsingfors on 5 May, without result.

 25Shchastny file, 11. 110, 140.

 26See above, pp. 617-18. See also Shchastny file, 11. 50, 141.
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 The Shchastiwy File 621

 This news so disturbed Trotsky that he shot back a telegram ordering the immediate demo-

 ition of Fort Ino.27 As it turned out, with a Finno-German deadline for Russia to surrender

 the fort nearing, Petrov had overreacted to German naval movements in the gulf. Actu-

 ally, the German Foreign Office opposed risking a renewal of hostilities on the Eastern

 front over Fort Ino. Indeed, even high German naval officials were reluctant to risk loss of

 their treasured battleships to Fort Ino's modern artillery. As a result, on the night of 25-26

 May, Finnish negotiators at the fort agreed to a temporary "truce," and the fort remained

 intact under Russian control.28

 Shchastny's meeting with the Supreme Military Council on 25 April turned out to be

 a critical juncture in the evolution of his relationship with Trotsky. Each came away with

 misgivings about the other. Trotsky was disposed to distrust Shchastny because of his

 class origins and also because his predecessor, Razvozov, had proven unreliable. This

 skepticism was reinforced by what Trotsky later referred to as Shchastny's "evasiveness"

 and, subsequently, by continual denunciations of him by two of Trotsky's close associ-

 ates, Sergei Saks (a member of the Collegium of the Commissariat for Naval Affairs) and

 Flerovsky.29

 For his part, Trotsky's apparent fixation on preparations to demolish the fleet and the

 alacrity with which he ordered the destruction of Fort Ino left Shchastny with serious

 doubts about Trotsky's interest in saving the fleet and defending Petrograd. These doubts

 were likely strengthened by a forceful "reminder" about readying the fleet for demolition

 telegraphed by Trotsky to Shchastny on 3 May.30

 Shchastny's suspicions were well founded. At the end of April and during the first

 half of May 1918, Germany peppered the Soviet government with complaints and ultima-

 tums regarding Soviet compliance with provisions of the Brest treaty. At the same time,

 German military forces were massing on the Russian border, encroaching on Russian

 territory, and seizing and sinking Russian ships. It appeared to Lenin that extending the

 fragile peace with Germany would require new concessions to the Kaiser's government.

 Late the night of 6 May, the Bolshevik Central Committee met in emergency session to

 consider late-breaking foreign policy issues-among them German demands for the sur-

 render of Fort Ino, the expanding British intervention in Murmansk, and threats by the

 British to support Japanese encroachments in the Far East. The committee adopted a

 resolution drafted by Lenin that endorsed "yielding to the German ultimatum." As a

 footnote to this stipulation, Lenin scrawled: "Immediately start evacuating everything [in

 Petrograd] to the Urals, and especially the Government Printing Office.""3

 Although the Central Committee's deliberations were top secret, during the second

 week of May the non-Bolshevik press in Moscow and Petrograd was filled with sensa-

 tional reports of new demands by the German government and the imminent German

 27Shchastny file, 11. 73, 89.

 28R. K. Debo, Revolution and Survival (Toronto, 1979), 212-13; Fraiman, BaltiLishe nzoriakl, 145-46.

 29Zariai Rossii 21 June 1918. For examples of denunciations by Saks and Flerovsky see Shchastny file, 11. 53,

 66-68ob.

 30Shchastny file, 1. 20.

 3lIzvestiia rsKKIPSS, no. 4, 1989:141-42, 155n.1; V. I. Lenin, Polnoe sobtanie soc/zi,>eni&7i (PSS), 55 vols.
 (Moscow, 1958-65), 36:315, 607n.122.
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 622 Alexander Rabinowpitch

 occupation of both cities.32 Around this time, copies of letters allegedly from German

 officials that appeared to support the widely shared belief that Soviet policies in the Baltic

 were being dictated by the German General Staff in accordance with secret clauses of the

 Treaty of Brest-Litovsk were circulated in Petrograd.33 The combination of rumors relat-

 ing to an imminent German attack and Soviet subservience to Germany caused such a stir

 that on 10 May, Bolshevik authorities were forced to issue a declaration that such infor-

 mation was a "total fabrication."34

 That same day, deepening anxiety about the intentions of the Germans and the Finns,

 as well as about the German-Soviet relationship, prompted the convocation of a meeting

 of Petrograd civil authorities with top military commissars and specialists.35 The military

 specialists led by Shvarts and Shchastny presented alarming reports on a recent build-up

 of German troop strength on the borders of Petrograd Province and, consequently, on the

 necessity of promptly mobilizing the entire population in defense of the "fatherland ... not

 Soviet power." Shchastny put particular emphasis on his need for a clear understanding of

 the German-Soviet relationship and explicit, timely instructions for dealing with the im-

 mediate threat posed by German naval forces in the Baltic. To some Bolshevik authorities

 present, the nationalistic, patriotic fervor of the sBpetsy was anti-Soviet "treachery." None-

 theless, speaking on behalf of the government, Grigorii Zinoviev, chairman of the Petrograd

 Sovnarkom and of the Petrograd Soviet, declared it essential to "put everything on the

 scales" in defense of the city. At the same time, he hinted ominously that a final decision

 on whether Petrograd would be defended had not yet been made. This ambiguity very

 likely reflected differences on this question between Petrograd leaders committed to their

 city's defense and officials in Moscow such as Lenin and Trotsky, for whom Petrograd

 (not to speak of the Baltic Fleet) was a secondary priority. Ultimately, with the two sides

 at the 10 May meeting so far apart, no agreement on steps to strengthen Petrograd's de-

 fenses was reached.

 Concern about the aggressive German actions in the Baltic, and the passive Soviet

 response to them, had been evident at opening sessions of the Third Congress of Baltic

 Fleet Delegates which convened in Kronstadt on 29 April. Although the chairman of the

 congress, Il'ya Fruntov, and a majority of congress delegates were Bolsheviks, they re-

 sponded to a telegraphed greeting from Trotsky with the request that he personally clarify

 the government's foreign policy and specifically its position vis-a-vis the future of the

 Baltic Fleet. On 30 April, Shchastny reported to the delegates on his discussions with the

 Supreme Military Council in Moscow, on recent developments in the Baltic, on the "ice

 march," and on the situation of the fleet generally. After Shchastny declared that the

 moment had come for the central government to stand up and fight, Fruntov, on behalf of

 32See, for example, Novye vedomosti (evening edition), 9 May 1918. The entire front page of this issue was
 devoted to reports on German demands and the imminent occupation of Petrograd and Moscow.

 33In a careful analysis of similar "German letters," George F. Kennan concludes that they were forgeries ("The
 Sisson Documents," Journal ofModern History 28, no. 2 [1956]: 130-54).

 34Novye vedomosti, 10 May 1918, 3.

 35For a detailed record of this meeting see Shchastny file, 11. 286-300.
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 The Shchastny File 623

 the congress, applauded Shchastny for his speech and for his heroic role in saving the

 fleet.36

 The congress's initially defiant mood was fully shared by the Kronstadt sailors. On
 13 May, the Kronstadt Soviet adopted a resolution instructing its Military Section, in

 concert with the headquarters for Petrograd's defense, to adopt "the most energetic mea-

 sures to defend the fortress, utilizing all available forces."37 Even before the passage of
 this resolution, officers and men of the powerful mine-laying flotilla,38 anchored along the

 Neva, issued a more direct challenge to the Petrograd government. On II May, informed
 by their commissar, Evfim Duzhek, of Trotsky's 3 May "reminder" to ready the fleet for

 demolition, they adopted a resolution calling for dissolution of the Petrograd Commune

 and a dictatorship of the Baltic Fleet which could be entrusted with defense and govern-

 ment in the Petrograd region.39 At a meeting of ship committees the next day, two offic-

 ers, Feodosii Zasimuch and Grigorii Lisanevich, clashed with Bolshevik authorities over
 the government's military and foreign policy. The meeting took no action,40 but the mine-

 layers' initiative had the unintended effect of strengthening Bolshevik control of the con-

 gress. On 13 May, the delegates condemned the mine-layers, blamed their actions on "the

 agitation of criminals," and resolved to oust Zasimuch and Lashevich from the navy.41

 On 14 May, Shchastny shared his growing concern about the future of the Baltic
 Fleet with the leadership council of the Third Congress of Baltic Fleet Delegates. His
 comments to the council were intended as a dry run for a report to the full congress which

 he never actually made. Shchastny's remarks to the council were not recorded. However,

 from notes he made for his projected address to the full congress we know the content and

 tone of what he intended to say. Moreover, other documents in the Shchastny file, includ-

 ing testimony by Shchastny, reveal much of what he actually said to the council.42

 The contrast between Shchastny's frustrated and pessimistic thoughts on this occa-

 sion and his rousing rallying call to the full congress on 30 April, after his triumphant "ice

 march," is striking. Shchastny began with remarks on Russia's international situation.

 Among issues he touched on were the dissipation of Russia's military forces; the negative

 influence of Germany on Finnish policies toward Russia; the unwillingness of the German

 naval command to discuss demarcation lines; Finland's universal mobilization, its seizure
 of Russian vessels, and the longer term aggressive intentions of Finnish military forces;

 and the potential threat posed by allied intervention in Murmansk. This segment of his

 draft report concluded that "we are sinking into insignificance, nobody considers it neces-

 sary to take us into account. The only way of reversing this process is by creating tangible

 36RGA VMF, f. r-96, op. 1, d. 72,1. 12.

 37Znamki bor'by, 16 May 1918, 3.

 38Included in the mine-laying flotilla were roughly 25 major ships, 17 of them destroyers. Between 14 and 16

 May, the flotilla, earmarked for transfer to Lake Ladoga, was moved through the Neva bridges and deployed close
 to the rebellious Obukhov plant in the southeast Nevskii district of Petrograd (Shchastny file, 11. 57-59; Fraiman,

 Baltiiskie moriqk/, 170).
 39Shchastny file, 1. 170.

 40Ibid., 1. 156ob.

 4'Ibid., 1. 21.

 42Ibid., 11. 10-12, 106, 141ob.-142.
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 national military power." Shchastny next discussed Russia's internal situation and condi-

 tions within the fleet. Here Shchastny expressed alarm about drastic attrition of naval

 officers and about the government's lack of interest in the fate of the fleet. "What have

 the government and naval administration done for the fleet in the past six months?" he

 inquired, suggesting that "the telegram about demolition" was about the only action that

 had been taken. Finally, Shchastny reiterated his overwhelming frustration and offered to

 resign. As he put it in his notes:

 It is essential to find a Bolshevik Admiral. I want to do what you consider
 essential but nothing comes of it. The issue is no longer collaborative work but
 of some kind of party work. I just can't figure out what the government and
 political authorities want.

 Fedor Raskolnikov, one of Trotsky's deputies in the Commissariat for Naval Affairs, was

 present at the congress and later testified that Shchastny acknowledged that, for the time

 being, the Soviet government was Russia's only possible government (adding that "it was

 clear that he [Shchastny] was sorry this was so").43 According to Shchastny, at no time did

 anyone hint that his comments were in any way counterrevolutionary. In concluding

 remarks, Fruntov had pledged to work within the congress to ease Shchastny's burden,

 and even Flerovsky had expressed words of encouragement.4

 The same day, 14 May, developments of significance to the Baltic Fleet and the

 defense of Petrograd were taking place in Moscow. Sovnarkom, ignoring all objections,

 approved Flerovsky's appointment as chief commissar.45 Also, Lenin disclosed that the

 German government did not object to the Russians demolishing Fort Ino.46 This was

 obviously a relief to Lenin and Trotsky. But it did little to reassure Petrograd authorities

 or Shchastny about the security of Petrograd and the Baltic Fleet. Moreover, Lenin's

 remarks reinforced popular perceptions that the Germans controlled Soviet military poli-

 cies.

 This German "green light" seemed to assure Fort Ino's destruction. Thus, when it

 was reported the next day that the fort had been blown up, it was naturally assumed that

 the two announcements were connected. Yet the evidence shows that irreversible steps

 culminating in the fort's demolition late at night on 14 May had started well before

 Germany's "approval" became known. They were directed by the commandant of

 Kronstadt, Konstantin Artmonov, who acted on his own-out of concern that Fort Ino was

 in immediate danger of seizure by Finnish forces or of being turned over to the Germans

 intact. In hostile hands, Artmonov reasoned, Kronstadt and the Baltic Fleet's most valu-

 able ships would be imperiled by Ino's big guns. As Artmonov watched nervously from a

 boat a few miles away, the fort was detonated by telephone cable at 11:30 P.M.47 Artmonov's

 action caught even Trotsky and Shchastny by surprise.

 43Ibid., 11. 106, 143.

 44Ibid., 1. 142ob.

 45RTsKhIDNI, f. 19, op. 1, d. 115,1. 2.

 46Ibid., 1. 13; Lenin, PSS36:345; Debo, Revolultion awidSd Slvival, 212.

 47RGAVMF, f. r-52, op. 1, d. la, 11.3-6.
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 TROTSKY AND SHCHASTNY

 During the first three weeks of May 1918, several factors further poisoned Trotsky's al-

 ready jaundiced view of Shchastny. These included Shchastny's failure to establish de-

 marcation lines in the Gulf of Finland; his failure to oust Zasimuch and Lisanevich from

 the navy; his continuing opposition to Flerovsky's appointment; his failure to move the

 mine-laying flotilla to Lake Ladoga; what Trotsky interpreted as his continuing reluc-

 tance to prepare the fleet and naval installations for demolition; and, perhaps most impor-

 tant, that he had improperly disseminated Trotsky's secret orders about these prepara-

 tions.

 Documentation in the Shchastny file indicates that Shchastny was largely or wholly

 blameless in these matters. Thus, fault for failure to establish demarcation lines lay with

 the German command in Helsingfors; Zasimuch and Lisanevich had such strong support

 among the mine-layers and the political situation in Petrograd was so unstable that even

 civil authorities did not dare confront them; the Naval Collegium neglected to issue

 Flerovsky's appointment orders (they were issued 1 June); and fuel shortages prevented

 transfer of the mine-laying flotilla out of Petrograd. Trotsky's doubts about Shchastny's

 willingness to blow up the Baltic Fleet, if this proved necessary, stemmed from his discus-

 sions with Shchastny in Moscow on 25 April. Subsequently, Trotsky was obsessed by this

 issue. In early May, he sent Shchastny the aforementioned "reminder," and had Vasilii

 Alt'fater, deputy naval chief of staff, check up on Shchastny's preparations. In a telegram

 to Trotsky dated 7 May, Alt'fater reported that everything necessary to demolish the fleet

 was in place, explained the precise method devised by Shchastny to destroy individual

 ships and fleet installations, and confirmed that instructions and explosives for this pur-

 pose had been distributed while the fleet was still in Helsingfors.48

 Nonetheless, in mid-May, still troubled by the thought that Shchastny might balk at

 the last minute, Trotsky ordered the Naval Collegium to make separate arrangements for

 destroying the Baltic Fleet. In this connection, he issued instructions that sailors assigned

 to demolition work be paid special bonuses through individual bank accounts established

 for this purpose. On 21 May, apprehensive that a German offensive in the Baltic was

 imminent, Trotsky queried Captain Evgenii Berens, naval chief-of-staff, about these prepa-

 rations. Apparently unaware that they were being made behind Shchastny's back, Berens

 forwarded a copy of Trotsky's query to Shchastny with a request that he report back

 immediately on the progress of arrangements for special bonuses.49

 One can imagine Shchastny's shock upon receiving this message. In agreement with

 Blokhin, he discussed it with Sovkombalt, the Council of Baltic Fleet Flag Officers, and

 the Council of the Third Congress of Baltic Fleet Delegates, all of whom were appalled by

 the idea of paying sailors for blowing up their own ships. In the prevailing atmosphere,

 48Shchastny file, 1. 51.

 491bid, 11. 26-27.
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 the message was interpreted as confirmation that the Germans were subsidizing the de-

 struction of the Russian Baltic Fleet.

 Trotsky, in turn, was enraged by Shchastny's dissemination of Berens's message,

 which disgraced him even among many Bolsheviks in the fleet. In Trotsky's eyes, Shchastny

 was now working openly to discredit him among the "pride and glory" of the Revolu-

 tion-the Baltic Fleet sailors. For Trotsky, who bore primary responsibility for the em-

 ployment and control of top military specialists, this was the last straw.

 Berens's message also marked a turning point for Shchastny, particularly since it

 coincided with a decision by the Third Congress of Baltic Fleet Delegates to accept

 Flerovsky as chief commissar and its election of a new Sovkombalt with a Bolshevik

 majority. The congress took these steps on 23 May. That evening, Shchastny telegraphed

 his resignation to Trotsky. Two days later, Shchastny was informed that his resignation

 had been rejected and that he was invited to Moscow for a discussion of "service-related

 matters."50

 INTERROGATION AND ARREST

 On 26 May, Shchastny boarded a night train to Moscow. Settled in his compartment,

 Shchastny leafed through documents he had stuffed into his briefcase for his discussion

 with Trotsky, among them his notes for the undelivered speech to the Congress of Baltic

 Fleet Delegates; his "counterproposal" for the relationship between commanders and com-

 missars; copies of "German letters" that allegedly proved German domination of Bolshe-

 vik policy making, and talking points headed, "Everyday Problems [in commanding the

 fleet]," and "25 May-the reasons for my resignation," which he had jotted down the day

 before.51

 While Shchastny's train chugged through the night, at the Commissariat for Naval

 Affairs Saks and Flerovsky, who had both just arrived from Petrograd,52 were filling

 Trotsky's ears with fresh complaints about Shchastny. These confirmed Trotsky's conclu-

 sion that Shchastny was up to no good and had to be replaced. However, if this was so,

 why didn't he simply accept Shchastny's resignation (as he had that of Shvarts a few days

 earlier)? There appear to be at least two reasons for this. One was Trotsky's by now

 profound distrust and hostility toward Shchastny. A second was to demonstrate how treach-

 erous spetsy should be dealt with.53
 Another factor that likely contributed to Trotsky's decision to deal harshly with

 Shchastny was the situation of the Russian Black Sea Fleet. During the last week in April,

 with German forces nearing Sevastopol in the Crimea, the core of the Russian Black Sea

 Fleet was moved to Novorossisk in the Kuban. In mid-May, the German high command

 50RGA VMF, f. r-96, d. 3,1. 7; Shchastny file, 11. 69-70, 71-72.

 5"All of these documents from Shchastny's briefcase are in the Shchastny file, 11. 10-19, 36-41.

 52Anarkhiia, 29 May 1918, 2. According to other press reports, representatives of the Central Executive Com-

 mittee were also present at this gathering. See, for example, Novye vedomosti, 29 May 1918, 4.

 530n this point see Trotsky's keynote address to the First All-Russian Congress of Military Commissars on June

 17, 1918, in L. Trotskii, Sochineniia, 21 vols. [incomplete] (Moscow, 1924-27), 17:1:264-69.
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 threatened to invade the Kuban unless the Black Sea Fleet immediately returned to

 Sevastopol, by then under German occupation. Lenin clearly intended to blow up the

 Black Sea Fleet rather than to surrender it. However, the fleet's officers were deeply

 divided about what should be done, and it was not at all certain that they would obey

 orders to demolish their ships.4 This issue was coming to a head precisely at the moment

 that Shchastny's fate was being decided. Thus to Trotsky, already inclined toward punish-

 ing Shchastny, a big public splash about him would warn the command of the Black Sea

 Fleet about the risks of insubordination.

 Arriving in Moscow on the morning of 27 May, Shchastny was rushed to the head-

 quarters of the Commissariat for War and ushered into Trotsky's office. In addition to

 Trotsky, seated around the room were Raskolnikov, Saks, Ivan Vakhrameev (like

 Raskolnikov and Saks, a member of the Supreme Naval Collegium), and Alt'fater.55 After

 whispering some instructions to the stenographer seated nearby, Trotsky began a grueling

 two-hour interrogation of Shchastny.56

 Trotsky questioned Shchastny about most of the issues outlined above. However, his

 primary focus was on what Trotsky interpreted as Shchastny's efforts to undermine Soviet

 power and his own personal authority. Thus, he drilled Shchastny about the dissemination

 of his order to pay bonuses to sailors for blowing up ships, and Shchastny's "political"

 speech of 14 May to the Council of the Third Congress of Baltic Fleet Delegates. During

 particularly fierce questioning on this point, Shchastny glanced at his outlined remarks to

 the full congress which, as we know, he never actually made. Trotsky ripped the notes

 from Shchastny's hands and began reading them aloud-interrupting him in mid-sentence

 each time Shchastny tried to respond. After an especially offensive innuendo by Trotsky,

 Shchastny ordered the stenographer to "write down that I said nothing of the kind!" Furi-

 ous, Trotsky directed that armed guards be posted alongside Shchastny to further intimi-

 date him.57

 "Do you recognize Soviet power?" Trotsky barked soon after the guards were in

 place. "Since I am working in association with it, the question seems irrelevant," Shchastny

 answered. At this, Trotsky banged his fist on the table and shouted at Shchastny. When

 Shchastny asked Trotsky to speak to him in a more appropriate tone, Trotsky ordered
 Shchastny under arrest.58

 54Lenin, PSS 50:8 1; "Dokumenty po istorii Chernomorskogo flota (v marte-iiune 1918g.)," 151-220;

 Graz/zdanskaia voina i voennaia inerventsiia v SSSR. Ensi/kdlopediia (Moscow, 1987), 660; F. F. Raskolnikov,
 Tales of Sutb-Lieutenant Iyin (London, 1982), 43-46.

 55Anarkhiia, 29 May 1918, 2.

 56For the stenogram of this meeting see Shchastny file, 11. 80-90. Since, by his own admission, Trotsky directed

 what was recorded in this stenogram, it is much fuller on Trotsky's statements than on those of Shchastny. Supple-

 mentary information comes from other documents in the Shchastny file and in Velikaka Rosslia7, 21 June, 2, and

 Zat-ia RossiX, 21 June 1918, 3.
 57 Zafia Ross/i, 22 June 1918, 3. On the back of the last page of Shchastny's outline, Trotsky scribbled "these

 notes, taken by me from the former commander of Baltic forces, are those that were the basis for his speech to the

 Council of the Congress" (Shchastny file, 1. l3ob.).

 58Zaria Rossii, 21 June 1918, 3; Shchastny file, 11. 153, 2.
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 IMPRISONMENT AND TRIAL

 On 28 May, with Shchastny in solitary confinement at the infamous Taganka prison, Trotsky

 instructed the Presidium of the Central Executive Committee to arrange for his investiga-

 tion and trial, adding that "he had in his possession written documents ... establishing

 Shchastny's guilt." Apparently, Trotsky already had an understanding with Iakov Sverdlov,

 chairman of the Presidium, that the case would be heard by a new supreme revolutionary

 tribunal attached to the Central Executive Committee just then being created to try crimi-

 nal cases of extraordinary state importance. Within hours, the presidium endorsed Trotsky's

 action and named Viktor Kingisepp to investigate the charges against Shchastny.59

 Kingisepp's appointment did not end Trotsky's intimate involvement in building a

 case against Shchastny. Trotsky briefed Kingisepp on evidence in the case. He sum-

 moned Blokhin and Duzhek to Moscow, and personally interrogated them for Shchastny's

 case record. Although in danger of being charged as co-conspirators, both responded to

 sharp questioning with statements that supported Shchastny.60 Depositions by Alt'fater,

 as well as by Blokhin and Duzhek taken by Kingisepp, also exonerated Shchastny.61 The

 case against Shchastny included a lengthy written elaboration of his crimes submitted by

 Trotsky, a hostile deposition by Raskolnikov, and denunciations sent from Petrograd by

 Flerovsky and Saks.62

 During the week of 3-10 June, while in solitary confinement at Taganka prison,

 Shchastny was shown the "evidence" and depositions in his case. In four depositions of

 his own, he carefully addressed and rebutted the allegations against him.63 By this time,

 the crisis connected with the Black Sea Fleet was coming to a head. This may help

 explain why Kingisepp was pressed to make a progress report on his investigation on 9

 June and why, the same day, the Presidium of the Central Executive Committee resolved

 that the case warranted trial by the proposed Supreme Revolutionary Tribunal. On 13

 June, based only on his initial discussion with Trotsky, a review of the limited body of

 documents on hand in Moscow, and the depositions described above, Kingisepp declared

 his investigation complete. Concluding that Shchastny's guilt had been "proven," he re-

 manded the case to the Prosecuting Collegium of the Supreme Revolutionary Tribunal

 attached to the Central Executive Committee (which came into being that very day !).64

 Meanwhile, news of Shchastny's arrest had provoked a firestorm of protest in the

 Baltic Fleet. Meeting in emergency session, Sovkombalt and the Council of Baltic Fleet

 Flag Officers adopted protest declarations expressing unequivocal support for Shchastny

 and insisting that his arrest be reconsidered. Simultaneously, a committee representing

 59A former law student at Petersburg University and a leading Estonian Bolshevik before the German occupa-
 tion, Kingisepp was then employed in Trotsky's Commissariat for Military Affairs. See Shchastny file, 11. 1-3,
 238; and D. Rudnev, S. Tsbov, Sledovatel' velrk/ovIzogo tiib~iizala (Tallinn, 1971), 5.

 60Shchastny file, 11. 238, 99-108.

 6'Ibid, 11. 123, 127-28ob., 129.

 62Ibid., 11. 116-21, 109, 148-52.

 63Ibid., 11. 111, 114-15, 138-42ob.

 64Ibid, 11. 143, 146; Dekreiy sovetskoi vlasti, 13 vols. (Moscow, 1957-89), 2:339.
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 ship crews dispatched four of its members to Moscow to obtain Shchastny's release.65 The

 sailors were denied access to him but left black bread and salt, which Shchastny received.66

 At this time, jails in Petrograd and Moscow were crammed with prominent political

 prisoners who had been languishing in their cells for months without being formally charged.

 Yet under Trotsky's pressure, Shchastny's case was rushed to trial. The findings of the

 Prosecuting Collegium, as well as an official seventeen-count indictment, were shown to

 him on 15 June.67 Shchastny now stood formally accused of "consciously seeking to

 exploit the Soviet republic's foreign and [domestic] political situation, [and] the military

 power of the [Baltic] fleet, to overthrow the Petrograd Commune, with the longer term

 goal of armed struggle against the Soviet republic."

 On 10 June, after his last deposition, Shchastny had been removed from solitary

 confinement.68 He was now allowed visits with relatives, consultations with his lawyer,

 reading materials, and participation in common walks with other prisoners. Shchastny

 was transferred from the Taganka to a cell in the Kremlin on 18 June. Either just before or

 after this move, he met with his wife, Nina. Still calm and optimistic, Shchastny gave her

 a letter for Admiral Sergei Zarubaev (his successor as fleet commander) requesting docu-

 ments crucial to his defense, and she immediately left for Petrograd.69

 Shchastny's trial, in the main courtroom of the former Imperial Justice Building in

 the Kremlin, began at midday on 20 June. The defense was handicapped from the start

 because the tribunal was made up exclusively of Bolsheviks;70 Shchastny's attorney,

 Vladimir Zhdanov, was given only half an hour the day before to acquaint himself with

 the evidence against Shchastny; Nina Shchastnaia had not yet returned from Petrograd;

 and no witnesses for the defense were allowed. Indeed, of the witnesses requested by the

 defense and prosecution (all of whom were under Trotsky's control), it transpired that

 only Trotsky was available to testify.

 Zhdanov, known for his brilliant defense of revolutionary terrorists before 1917, im-

 mediately requested a postponement until all witnesses could appear and asked that depo-

 sitions in the case be disallowed because a representative of the accused had not been

 present when they were taken.71 The request was rejected. Next, Sergei Medvedev,72

 65Novaia zhizzi '(Petrograd edition), 30 May 1918, 3.

 66G. Aleksinskii, "Kapitan Shchastnii (Iz nedavnikh vospominanii)," Novaia russkaia z/hizn' [Helsingfors], 11
 February 1921, 3.

 67Shchastny file, 11. 153-56ob. The indictment was published in Zzvestiiathe next day, 16 July 1918,6. Even so,

 the Collegium was behind schedule. A message from the prosecution to Saks and Blokhin dated 14 June indicates

 that the Shchastny trial was originally scheduled for 17 June (Shchastny file, 1. 167).

 68Shchastny file, 1. 239.

 69Novostidniac, 25 July 1918, 2.

 70Left SR judges were not informed of the agenda in advance and refused to participate.

 7'This account of Shchastny's trial is based on an incomplete stenogram in the Shchastny file (11. 171-79ob.),

 supplemented by newspaper accounts in Zaria Rossil, 21 June 1918, 3, and 22 June 1918, 3; Velikala Rossiia, 21

 June 1918, 2; Nova/a zlz/ziz'(Moscow), 21 June 1918, 4, and 22 June 1918, 2; Izvest/ia (Moscow), 21 June 1918,

 5, and 23 June 1918, 6; Pravda, 21 June 1918, 3, and 22 June 1918, 3; and Zizamliaruda, 21 June 1918, 4, and 22

 June 1918, 2.

 72A member of the Bolshevik wing of the Russian Social Democratic Party almost since its inception and a

 metal worker by trade, in 1918 Medvedev was a member of the Central Executive Committee and the Supreme

 Council of the National Economy. He had no legal training. In the aftermath of the Civil War, as chairman of the

 All-Russian Union of Metal Workers, he joined with Aleksandr Shliapnikov to lead the "Worker's Opposition."
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 chair of the new tribunal, read the Prosecuting Collegium's indictment, Shchastny force-

 fully denied all charges against him, and Trotsky took the stand.

 Trotsky's gave his "testimony" in an uninterrupted, two-hour prepared condemna-

 tion of Shchastny,73 followed by answers to questions from Nikolai Krylenko, head of the

 Prosecuting Collegium of the Revolutionary Tribunal, Zhdanov, and Shchastny himself.

 In his verbal assault, Trotsky accused Shchastny of defaming the government and himself

 personally, exhibiting a clear pattern of disobeying and manipulating orders to his own

 advantage, and consciously fomenting disaffection in the fleet with the ultimate aim of

 seizing power in Russia for himself. According to Trotsky, documents found in Shchastny's

 briefcase, including fake German documents, fully established his guilt. Summarizing

 the case against Shchastny, Trotsky declared that in the most unstable moment in the

 history of the Baltic Fleet, he had given critical impetus to agitation against Soviet power

 by repeatedly insinuating, in a variety of forums, that the fleet had been betrayed to the

 Germans through a secret agreement and that the Soviet government was doing every-

 thing possible to fulfill this obligation by destroying it. "As a witness it is not my place to

 be accuser," Trotsky concluded.

 However, as a revolutionary I must say that the former fleet commander played
 a grand, complex game aimed at seizing power, in which he put the fate of the
 fleet at risk. But Shchastny lost the game when I arrested him. ... Having been
 one of the first to advocate collaboration with specialists, I know that among
 them are patriots in the best sense of the word (acting out of honor, not fear);
 lackeys working for the money; and camouflaged counterrevolutionaries like
 Shchastny seeking to exploit their posts for shady purposes. Their punishment
 must be merciless.74

 When Trotsky had finished, Krylenko asked him a few perfunctory questions, after which

 cross-examination by Zhdanov elicited responses that would have compromised the

 prosecution's case in any legitimate judicial forum.75 Shchastny had been scribbling notes

 during Trotsky's condemnation; when his turn to speak came, he systematically rebutted

 the charges with references to documentation in his case file which the tribunal refused to

 enter into evidence. He insisted that it was impossible to judge his actions by the notes

 seized from him by Trotsky because they reflected his personal thoughts, written for him-

 self, not public disclosure.

 The case for the prosecution made by Krylenko at the start of the next day's court

 session offered no new evidence or insights, hewing closely to the charges in Trotsky's

 arrest warrant, deposition, and previous day's testimony. If Krylenko's uninspired rehash

 was the low point of the second day of Shchastny's trial, Zhdanov's impassioned defense

 was its high point. Zhdanov began by protesting that only one witness had been allowed

 [Trotsky] and that his testimony revealed his profound animosity toward the accused. He

 emphasized the irony that Shchastny was being tried for acts that would be looked at

 73For Trotsky's prepared text see Trotskii, Sochineniia 17:1:322-29.

 74Pravda, 21 June 1918, 3.

 75For example, asked if he was aware that the mine-laying flotilla had arrived from Helsingfors with explosives

 necessary for demolition already in place, Trotsky was forced to acknowledge that he was not.
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 favorably from a revolutionary point of view (such as working closely with elected com-

 missars and committees), and that he was being blamed for lapses by Trotsky's own Com-

 missariat for Naval Affairs. Despite the handicaps under which he labored, Zhdanov

 managed to rebut each of Trotsky's charges against Shchastny. Toward the close of the

 trial, Shchastny reasserted his innocence and appealed to the tribunal to judge his case on

 its merits. At around 2:00 P.M. on 21 June, Medvedev declared the trial completed, and he

 and his colleagues repaired to an adjoining chamber.

 THE VERDICT

 In view of the haste with which Shchastny was investigated, indicted, and tried, court

 observers were taken by surprise when the tribunal's deliberations lasted nearly five hours.

 Because the Bolsheviks had trumpeted the elimination of judicial capital punishment as

 one of the triumphs of the October Revolution, observers also excluded the possibility

 that Shchastny might receive a death sentence. It is not known whether the tribunal seri-

 ously debated Shchastny's guilt. But it did not emerge from its chamber until 7:00 P.M. As

 Shchastny stood at attention, Medvedev pronounced him guilty on each of the counts in

 the indictment and revealed the tribunal's sentence: death by shooting within twenty-four

 hours.76

 Krylenko appeared relieved-reportedly, he had feared that the tribunal, swayed by

 Zhdanov's strong defense, might exonerate Shchastny. According to newspaper accounts,

 others in the courtroom remained in their seats-in shocked disbelief. Even the tribunal

 sat frozen for a minute or two, as did Zhdanov. Ten years earlier, almost to the day, he had

 defended a young revolutionary named Galkin in the very same courtroom. Galkin had

 also received a death sentence. However, after Zhdanov delivered a stirring speech, Galkin's

 sentence had been reduced to life imprisonment. In perhaps the most striking of many

 ironies in the Shchastny case, Galkin was a member of the revolutionary tribunal that

 handed down Shchastny's death sentence.

 Regaining his composure, and ascertaining that the only possibility of saving Shchastny

 lay with the Presidium of the Central Executive Committee,78 Zhdanov hurried to prepare

 an appeal to it. At the same time, a group of Left SRs who had been in the courtroom

 when Shchastny was sentenced raced off to arrange an emergency meeting of the Pre-

 sidium in an effort to reverse the Bolsheviks' unilateral restoration of judicial capital

 punishment. Meanwhile, questioned by reporters about the possibilities for a reprieve,

 Trotsky replied coolly that "the implementation of Shchastny's sentence should proceed

 automatically.... I am unable to involve myself in the matter."79

 Working under intense time pressure, Zhdanov managed to complete a comprehen-

 sive petition to the Presidium of the Central Executive Committee before the start of its

 deliberations at 2:00 A.M. His appeal was based on procedural abuses and improprieties

 76Shchastny file, 11. 180-11; Novye vedomosti, 22 June 1918, 2.

 77Ziarmia borby, 26 June 1918, 3.

 78Chaired by Sverdlov, the Presidium was composed of 9 Bolsheviks and 6 Left SRs.

 79Znamia borby, 26 June 1918, 3.
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 and on the specific ways in which preparation of Shchastny's defense had been under-

 mined, as a result of which "the trial was not a trial and the sentence was not a verdict."80

 However, judging by the fragmentary protocol of this meeting, as well as newspaper re-

 ports, Zhdanov's arguments were lost during furious debate between Bolsheviks and Left

 SRs over the reinstitution of judicial capital punishment. Opposed to the employment of

 spetsy on principle, the Left SRs refused even to discuss the merits of Zhdanov's appeal.
 Around 4:00 A.M. Shchastny's death sentence was confirmed with the Bolsheviks voting

 in favor and the Left SRs in opposition.8'

 While the debate in the Presidium raged on, Shchastny prepared for his execution.

 First he penned a bitter denunciation to the personnel of the Baltic Fleet for having aban-

 doned him in his hour of need, a message that was never sent.82 As the evening wore on,

 he drew up a will, ordered and labeled his deposition and trial notes (specifying that they

 be held for his son "when he comes of age"83), and wrote brief farewell letters to his wife

 and children, his mother, and his brothers-as well as to Zhdanov.84 Shchastny finished at

 3:00 A.M.-an hour before the Presidium of the Central Executive Committee sealed his

 fate.

 THE EXECUTION

 Word of the Presidium's decision was immediately relayed to Medvedev and he, in turn,

 issued orders to the commander of the Kremlin Guard to proceed with Shchastny's execu-

 tion. Reports in the contemporary press indicate that, for security reasons, Shchastny was

 shot before dawn in the closed courtyard of the Alexandrovskii Military Academy (then

 headquarters of Trotsky's Commissariat for Military Affairs and even now part of the

 complex housing the Russian Ministry of Defense).85 According to often repeated, but

 undocumented post-Soviet accounts of Shchastny's execution and burial, his body was

 stuffed in a sack and hidden on the Academy grounds-in a pit dug beneath the parquet

 floor of an office on the first level.86

 80GARF, f. 1235, op. 34, d. 36,11. 225-27.

 8"Ibid., 1. 224; and, for example, Novostiidnia, 22 June 1918, 2.

 82Shchastny's note to the Baltic Fleet containing the curse was not among documents he left with Zhdanov. It

 was found with papers seized from Sergei Medvedev at the time of his arrest in 1937. See Tsentral'nyi arkhiv

 Federal'noi sluzhby bezopasnosti (TsA FSB), Moscow, u.d. r-33718, T. 42,1. 041.

 83RGAVMF, f. r-2244, op. 1, d. 10,11. 1-18.

 84 Nash vek, 5 July 1918, 4. The complete texts of Shchastny's letter to his mother and to Zhdanov are published

 here. For Shchastny's final letter to his brothers see Znatnia truda, 5 July 1918, 3.

 85Novye vedomosti, 25 June 1918, 2-3; Vechernye ogni, 25 June 1918, 2.
 86The origin of this description, which is quite detailed, appears to be a questionable third-hand account written

 by a former naval officer, A. Lukin, for the Paris 6migre newspaper, Poslediihia novosti (A. Lukin, "Taina mogily

 Shchastnogo," Posiediia novosti, 2 August 1930, 4-5). Soviet historical writing about the events described in this
 essay either ignored Shchastny or dismissed him in a sentence or two as a counterrevolutionary. Not until the

 Gorbachev era were steps taken to examine Shchastny's historical role and to rehabilitate him. The effort to

 rehabilitate Shchastny was started in 1991 by Lev Shchastny, the admiral's son. On 30 June 1995, Shchastny was

 formally cleared of each of the charges for which he was shot in June 1918, and officially rehabilitated (Shchastny

 file, 11. 365-68).
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 Shchastny's execution provoked a strong reaction. The chief of staff of the navy,

 Berens, and also Al'tfater, believing that their testimony might have cleared Shchastny,

 were reportedly so incensed at being kept from his trial that they contemplated quitting.7

 Protests were especially intense on ships of the mine-laying flotilla, and among Left SRs.

 On 22 June, the mine-layers, joined by frustrated workers from one of Petrograd's largest

 factories, the Obukhov plant, initiated an aimed uprising calling for the immediate forma-

 tion of a homogeneous socialist Soviet government pending reconvocation of the Con-

 stituent Assembly. Although successfully suppressed, the rebellion was symptomatic of

 the profound crisis of Soviet rule in Petrograd at this time.88

 What can we learn from the Shchastny file? Perhaps the first thing to emphasize is that it

 does not lend any support to the idea, widely shared at the time and still given currency,

 that Shchastny was shot because he thwarted a secret clause in the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk

 obligating the Soviet government to turn the Baltic Fleet over to Germany.89 Documents

 in the Shchastny file are more consistent with a possible understanding to demolish the

 fleet. However, if such an agreement existed, one is left to ponder why no proof of it has

 yet come to light.

 Emerging from key documents in the Shchastny file is the more plausible explana-

 tion that Shchastny fell victim to the profound chasm that had developed between him and

 Trotsky. Operating according to Lenin's principle that virtually any concession was ac-

 ceptable to avoid the resumption of war with Germany, and increasingly suspicious of

 Shchastny, Trotsky did not understand that, for Shchastny, blowing up the Baltic Fleet,

 and thereby gravely weakening Petrograd's defenses, would be tolerable only after defeat

 in battle left Russia with no choice but to either destroy or surrender the fleet. He also

 failed to appreciate Shchastny's frustration at being kept in the dark about political con-

 siderations vis-a-vis Germany that the admiral considered necessary for strategic decision

 making. Trotsky's mindset with regard to these issues blinded him to Shchastny's honest

 efforts to prepare the fleet for possible demolition, contributed to his fury at Shchastny's

 concern about foreign policy, and, ultimately, led to his singlehanded lynching of Shchastny.

 For his part, Shchastny failed to grasp the significance of differences between his

 "chauvinism" and Trotsky's internationalism. Like many other spetsy, he served the So-

 viet government out of personal loyalty to Russia and, in his case, to the Baltic Fleet.

 Contrary to Trotsky's allegations, nothing in the Shchastny file suggests that Shchastny

 either harbored political ambitions or consciously sought to undermine, let alone over-

 throw, Soviet power. At the same time, documents in the file indicate that Shchastny

 sought, with considerable success, to utilize the strong following generated by his leader-

 ship of the "ice march" to build support for actions he favored (such as strengthening the
 fleet's defenses), as well as to oppose government policies which in his view threatened to

 cripple his ability to lead the fleet (such as centralization of the appointment of top com-

 missars or payment of bonuses to sailors for blowing up ships). Inevitably, however,

 87A/ovye vedowrosfl, 26 June, 3.

 88Aleks Rabinovich, "Samosozhzhenie levykh eserov," Rossia XXI, no. 1-2, 1998:134-35.

 89See, for example, A. Smirnov, "Kazen po prigovoru Brest-Litovskogo mira," Zvezda, no. 6, 1996:192-99; and
 Muranov and Zviagintsev, Dos'e na mnarshala, 38-50.
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 Shchastny's "democratic" approach to fleet operations was ill-fated in that it had the

 practical, even if unintended, effect of discrediting the Soviet government and Trotsky in

 particular.

 Further, the Shchastny file highlights important aspects of a profound crisis of Soviet

 power in the Petrograd region during the spring and early summer of 1918. One aspect of

 this crisis was the ever present threat of further German aggression in the Baltic and the

 occupation of Petrograd. Another was widespread, sharply escalating disaffection among

 elements of the Petrograd population that had previously been the Bolsheviks' strongest

 supporters; the rebellion of sailors from the mine-laying flotilla and workers from the

 Obukhov plant illustrates this dissatisfaction.

 Finally, the Shchastny file points to the conclusion that, in contrast to civil and mili-

 tary leaders in Petrograd, the top Bolshevik leadership in Moscow considered both the

 Baltic Fleet and Petrograd itself expendable in the interests of preserving the ever more

 fragile peace with Germany. This circumstance helps explain ambiguities in the behavior

 of Petrograd officials committed to defending the former capital, as well as conflict be-

 tween them and spatsy such as Shchastny during the Fort Ino crisis. Even more important,

 disagreements between Moscow and Petrograd, along with the reining in of elected or-

 gans such as Sovkombalt and the politicization of judicial bodies such as the Supreme

 Revolutionary Tribunal, exemplify a key feature of Soviet state building in 1918; namely,

 the growing irrelevance of the democratic ideals of "October" and the increasing central-

 ization of political power in Moscow.
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